E[a(f(a))] = s-lim uia(f(a))u* . iei
We have jE[a(/(a))] T = s -lim, e /Wja(/(a)) T u*. Hence and from the semicontinuity of T from below we get r(£[a(/(«))fc) < tim r( U; a(/(a)) T 
<) = r(a(/(a)) T ).
Summing this up, we have THEOREM. Assume that the left-hand side in (*) makes sense, and T(a(f(a))+) < +00. Then r(/+(a(o))) < r(£[a(/(a))]+) < r(a(/(a))+) < +00, that is, the right-hand side in (*) makes sense.
Remark. In [3] it was shown that the existence of the right-hand side in (*) (even in the case |r (/(a(a) In order to end the proof, it suffices to consider the respective direct sums.
